**New SmartFlex® Helix Conveyors from Dorner Offers Facilities Greater Flexibility in Layout**

Dorner announces the New SmartFlex® Helix Conveyors will elevate the performance of your conveyor systems.

The tight turns and small footprint of the SmartFlex Helix Conveyors provide facilities with greater flexibility in layout for applications such as accumulation, buffering, cooling product and more....[click here.](https://www.dornerconveyors.com)

**MORE NEWS**

**DOUGLAS MANUFACTURING NOMINATED FOR GOVERNOR’S TRADE EXCELLENCE AWARD!**

Douglas Manufacturing has been nominated to receive the Governor’s Trade Excellence Award! The Governor’s Trade Excellence Award was established in 2005 to recognize excellence in exporting demonstrated by Alabama businesses and to celebrate their export success. Paul Ross, president, commented “We at Douglas are honored to be considered for this prestigious award. We have worked tirelessly to develop a strong export market and our efforts have been met with great success.” To learn more about Douglas Manufacturing, go to their website: [www.douglasmanufacturing.com](http://www.douglasmanufacturing.com)

**ERIEZ® CELEBRATES 70 YEARS OF PARTNERSHIP WITH REPRESENTATIVE AGENCY DOMINION-CAROLINA**

Eriez honored this long-standing relationship by presenting the Dominion-Carolina team with a commemorative plaque during the 2017 Eriez Business Conference. The foundation for this successful collaboration was laid in 1947, when Bob Merwin, son of Eriez founder O.F. Merwin, and Dean Thomas, a retired school teacher who ultimately formed Dominion-Carolina, initiated the partnership with a handshake. [www.eriez.com](http://www.eriez.com)
Gravity has never been more useful! The new Spiral Chutes from Dorner are an economical way to gently move product down to a lower level….with gravity doing all the work. As the product enters the Spiral Chute, gravity takes over to safely slide packages down to the lower level. Spiral Chutes’ patent-pending stair step design ensures products won’t get stuck or jammed when being lowered from overhead conveyors, mezzanines or platforms. Even if packages begin to accumulate as they travel down, the Spiral Chutes’ design is self-clearing to prevent jams. To read more about Dorner Mfg. Corp. …..click here.

Bunting Magnetics Co. Names Kevin Miller General Manager of Its Newton, Kansas Facility!

Bunting Magnetics Co., today announced the appointment of Kevin Miller as General Manager of the company’s primary manufacturing facility in Newton, KS. “Kevin has already demonstrated significant operational leadership and is a true motivator for his team. We are fortunate to have him lead our operations team and believe his skills will be a significant asset in the development of enhanced processes and procedures moving forward,” commented Jana Davis, Chief Operating Officer, who made the announcement. To learn more about Bunting Magnetics Co., go to their website https://buntingmagnetics.com

About Conveyor Equipment Manufacturers Association
The Conveyor Equipment Manufacturers Association (CEMA) is a premier organization whose member companies (Manufacturers and Engineering Companies) represent a select group of industry leaders. For more than 80 years CEMA members have worked tirelessly on three main fronts to advance the industry. Standardization of publications, safety, and statistical reporting. For more information, see https://www.cemanet.org